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❶ Choose pure, natural rubber latex.  A natural latex mattress made from 95% to 97%  
       natural rubber offers superior comfort and longer lasting value than synthetic latex.  What’s 
       the other 3% to 5% made from? It’s a combination of sulfur, zinc oxide, fatty acid soaps and  
       sodium; essential ingredients used to turn liquid rubber into solid natural latex.  
 
 

❷  A certified organic latex mattress is best but not always necessary. When a natural latex  
       mattress is made with certified organic materials you get a bed without harmful toxins.  
 
       But, should you rule out a mattress made of all-natural latex that is not certified organic?  
       Not necessarily.  Some natural latex mattress manufacturers simply can’t afford the high cost 
       of obtaining organic certification yet their mattresses are made from 95% or more of non- 
       toxic natural rubber latex.  
 
       To ensure you’re getting the purest, all-natural latex mattress (certified organic or not) it’s   
       important to buy a reputable brand such Savvy Rest, Sleeptek, Suite Sleep and Vivetique. We 
       recommend these brands for their transparency, expertise and high-quality standards. 
 
 

❸ Avoid “100% natural” latex blends.  You might find a latex mattress advertised as 100% 
       natural yet it’s made with a blend of natural rubber latex and synthetic latex including 
       soy or polyurethane, which could contain chemical coatings.  Buyer beware:  a hybrid latex  
       bed may promote out-gassing and have a shorter life span than a durable, all rubber latex  
       mattress.  
 

❹ Opt for non-toxic fire protection. A safe, natural flame retardant is an important feature to 
       consider when creating a healthy, natural bed. When used as batting in a quilted mattress 
       casing wool meets Federal fire safety requirements. Wool is naturally slow to ignite. And, its  
       inherently flame resistant thanks to its unique ability to hold and release moisture. 
   
       ҉ Important to know:  Chemical fire protection is raising serious concerns from scientists, doctors  
        and the public about toxicity and the adverse effects on our health. Chicago Tribune’s investigative  

 http://trib.in/1idaBz8  reveals flame retardant chemicals in our furniture don’t provide the fire          report
        safety benefits we once thought. In fact, they’re causing more harm than good. These toxic  
        chemicals are showing up in our bodies, which are linked to increased risk of cancer, infertility and 
        brain disorders.     
 

 

http://trib.in/1idaBz8


❺ Make sure the mattress casing is certified organic. The purity and comfort of your mattress 
       casing is just as important as the latex itself.  Look for a GOTS certified organic cotton casing  
       quilted to an inner layer of organic wool.  This certification assures no harmful chemicals are 
       used in the production of the fiber and fabric. 
 
 

❻ Invest in quality workmanship.  A well-made natural latex mattress constructed with  
       durable, quality materials will likely hold up for 20 years. Make sure the mattress casing has 
       reinforced stitching, tightly woven fabrics, quality zippers and an even surface. Look for solid  
       latex layers; avoid pieced latex that’s been glued together.  
 
 

❼ Try before you buy.  There’s more to determining the comfort of a natural latex mattress  
       than simply knowing the latex ILD measurements.  Try beds with two or more adjustable  
       latex layers that allows comfort customization.  An experienced sales person will help you  
       choose the right combination of soft, medium and firm using all Dunlop latex layers or a  
       combo of Dunlop and Talalay latex.    
 
      ҉ What is the difference between Dunlop and Talalay latex?  Dunlop is processed to feel denser and 
        firmer than Talalay no matter if you choose soft, medium or firm.  It’s resilient and responsive to your  
        body, not bouncy. Talalay is softer and springier than Dunlop.  It yields more around your body than  
        Dunlop providing a cushy, cradling sensation.   
 

  
❽ Understand the limits of the warranty. Most natural latex mattresses have a 20-year  
       warranty that covers defects such as loose threads, broken zippers and body impressions  
       greater than 1.5 inches. Loose threads and zipper problems are unusual but would probably  
       show up early on, if they are going to show up at all.  Body impressions take longer to surface  
       but don’t usually happen since latex generally holds its shape very well. 
 
       Often the warranty provides full coverage for the first 10 years and partial (prorated)  
       coverage for the last 10 years.  And it’s not unusual for you, the customer, to have to pay 
       shipping charges associated with warranty issues.   
 
  
❾ Consider a mattress foundation.  A natural latex mattress requires a foundation for proper 
       support and air circulation. It replaces the box spring in any bedstead or bed frame. It  
       typically is offered in two heights. If you have a slatted platform bed, no foundation is 
       necessary.  For a solid platform bed, place a coir bed rug under the mattress to prevent  
       moisture build-up between the mattress and the platform surface. 
 
 

❿ Beware of green washing.  Keep in mind that just because a mattress contains organic  
       cotton, bamboo or soy fiber, doesn’t mean it’s free of harmful substances.  Be sure to ask 
       questions to find out what else is in the mattress.  It's not uncommon to find a mattress  
       made with organic cotton but still treated with chemical flame retardants.   
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